SUPPLIES

Black Noir Designer Cardstock
Graduate & Celebrate
   by Katie Pertiet Journal Cards
Double-sided Photo Tape
Foam Mounting Squares
Tape Runner
Multi-purpose Tool

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Using multi-purpose tool, score grey vine on black Designer Cardstock at ½”, 2¼”, 6¼”, and 8”. Rotate to the left and score at 1½”. Rotate to opposite side and score at 1½”. Fold along all score lines.

2. On bottom, cut off ½” piece. Apply Double-sided Photo Tape to outside edge of one 4” section.

3. On top, cut off ½” piece and both 1¾” pieces. Cut corners off both sides of 4” pieces to create notched corners. Punch holes in tops.

4. Apply Double-sided Photo Tape to outside edge of ½” piece. Remove backing from adhesive tape and adhere to inside of 4” piece. Fold bottom flaps in (smallest ones first), remove backing from adhesive tape and adhere to other 4” flap.

5. Trim scroll from Journal Card. Trim Hello Graduate from Journal Card; adhere with foam squares to scroll piece. Trim graduate’s photo and adhere to scroll; adhere scroll to bag. Tie top closed with curling ribbon or ribbon.
Create the Look
Hello Graduate Bag